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Bikeshop

Cost
effective
carbon

Carbon fibre taste but aluminium money? Paul Vincent
tests four carbon bikes that won’t break the bank…

W

hether you’re talking car
boot spoilers, motorbike tank
protectors or whole bicycles,
everyone is asking for carbon fibre
these days, and factories in the Far
East are literally churning the stuff
out to meet worldwide demand.
Unfortunately, this demand has lead
to a carbon fibre shortage, and it won’t
be long before costs ramp up. So, what
better reason to invest in a carbon fibre
frame before it happens.
Carbon fibre has its advantages and
disadvantages for bicycle construction.
The technical difficulty and cost involved
in making your average carbon fibre
frame means that the number of frame
moulds produced is severely restricted.
And often, there are just four frame sizes.
However, because carbon fibre is
a mixture of carbon threads and epoxy
resin – like fibreglass, but using carbon
threads instead of glass – it’s also an
extremely strong and light material. In
addition, because the manufacturer can
decide which direction the fibres go, the
frame can be made stiff in one direction
and springy in another.
Until recently, carbon frames were
restricted to the high-end bikes from
the likes of Kestrel, Giant and the
enthusiastic DIYer. This was true when
we last tested carbon fibre bikes (C+162).
Then, we tested a range of cutting-edge

carbon fibre frames with aluminium
stiffening components to see how they
stacked up against a pair of entry-level
carbon frames, and as we expected, you
get what you pay for.
This time around though, we’re
looking at four relatively budget-priced
newcomers to see if the world of carbon
fibre bicycles has started to offer better
value for money. These include models
from German makers Isaac, one from
web-based company Pedal Force, and the
top road frame from Yorkshire’s Planet
X. The final bike in our round-up is from
Surrey cycle shop, Pearson’s, who
recently added a carbon monocoque
frame to their in-house range.

FRAME

Isaac 8 Pearson 9
Pedal Force 8 Planet X 8
Apparently inspired by Isaac Newton,
the German Isaac brand began life in
2001 and bears more than a passing
resemblance to the Principia bikes of old,
with much of the design input inspired
by the same source. While Isaac pride
themselves on the use of aluminium
as a stiffening element to the design of
their costlier carbon frames, the Pascal
tested here is made entirely of carbon
fibre and is described by Isaac as a ‘true
multi-monocoque’. Isaac are keen to
point out that they use Japanese made

Torayaca T300 T700S carbon filament
for the Pascal, and the frames are
constructed using what they call the
‘streifband’ (wrapped) jointing method,
rather than the heavier jointing method
using lugs. The fork has a 7075 oversized
steerer and Torayca M30S filament and
all their products meet the
internationally recognised EFBe’s fatiguetesting protocol.
A few design cues are carried over
from the high-class Principia to the
Isaac range, and these include a ‘cigar’
shaped head tube that helps to maximise
stiffness. However, unlike the Principia’s,
a screw adjuster allows gear fettling onthe-fly – a good move for convenience.
Frame geometry is unique to the
Pascal model, and they recommend you
go to www.bikefitting.com for advice on
size requirements. There are a good
range of sizes available, from 49-60cm,
though the top tube lengths on the two
largest sizes are a little on the short side.
The largest available size – 60cm – has a
top tube of just 56.9cm. This could be
offset, however, by fitting a 14cm stem,
for example, where a 12cm length would
otherwise be specified. Frames are
guaranteed for five years.
Carbon frames can be separated
into two categories – lugged and
unlugged. The Pearson-like Pedal
Force falls into the second category,

On test Four carbon bikes ridden, workshopped and rated

Isaac £749 f+f, h/set

Pearson £849.99 f+f

Pedal Force £361 f+f

Planet X £599 f+f, h/set
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Isaac Pascal Carbon
£749 f+f, h/set (c.£1299 as tested)
Contact ☎ 01329 820890
www.isaac-carbon.com

and is roughly 200g lighter than the
Kuota and Dolan frames previously
tested by us. This one is made by the
Taiwanese company Advanced
Composites, who also make highly
stressed parts in other sports, including
racing yacht components.
Although this is the smallest bike
on test – with a 55cm top tube – the
frame angles are pretty much as
we’d expect. A steep seat angle and
laid-back head angle, combined
with a 43mm offset, provide sufficient
toe clearance for around-town riding
and the chainstay length is sufficient
for easy wheel removal.
As is the case with the Isaac (and
indeed, all carbon fibre frames), we
would have liked to see a Trek-style
pick-up plate included to reduce the
likelihood of damage to the chainstays
in the event of unshipping the chain.
The omission of integral cable stops
also makes fitting a replacement cable
a fiddly and time-consuming affair.
The attractively profiled Pedal Force
high modulus carbon fibre frame has a
square-to-oval profile tubing where it
joins the seat tube. This is a reasonable

Braze-on style front mech
mount is rivetted to the
seat tube and avoids the
need for a clip-on mount

1,244g and 353g for frame and fork
respectively. All frames are compatible
with the popular oversized 31.6mm
seatpost, although it’s also possible to
‘dial-in’ some comfort with a USE shim
and a narrower 27.2mm seatpost. While
not a bespoke custom build in the true
sense of the word, Pedal Force has an
online technical info section that helps
the customer decide on the frame size
and stem length required. This includes
bodily measurements such as torso
length. There are only four frame sizes
available, with top tubes ranging from
53.5-58.5cm, but we’d like to see another
available in the smaller sizes.
A loosening headset forced us to
investigate the fit of the wedge in the
steerer tube, and we found that the
steerer was delaminating due to over-

tightening of the expander. The only
option was to cut the damaged section
out of the steerer, which reduced the
handlebar height by 30mm.
The replaceable dropouts should
ensure that casual damage does not
render the frame as scrap and you’ll need
a clip-on front mech. Be aware also that
customers can get a further 5% off the
price with the referral plan – check out
the website for further details.
Planet X’s top-of-the-range road frame
uses an odd combination of aluminium
and carbon to combine stiffness,
strength and minimal weight.
Companies like Specialized and Isaac
have maxed-out the stiffness-to-weight
ratio on their high-end carbon frames by
bonding in sections of aluminium as
a kind of stiffening agent. However,

At near
racing
speeds
the Isaac
comes alive
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Bikeshop
Pearson Carbon Pro
£849.99 f+f (c.£1699.99 as tested)
Contact ☎ 0208 6422095
www.pearsoncycles.co.uk

Planet X use a tube that’s similar to
Deda Black Soul or Columbus XLR 8R, in
that the aluminium ends are TIG
weldable. As the cost of a full carbon
frame is constricted by the need for a
mould of fixed dimension, weldable
carbon tubes are a highly economical
option for a custom build. And while
Planet X may only stock off-the-peg
sizes, they will probably appeal to those
riders who can’t normally find an offthe-peg frame with a sufficiently long top
tube for their needs. There are four sizes
available, ranging from 48-57cm, and
the top tubes are approximately 2cm
longer than normal for the given frame
size – their smallest compact size 48cm
for example, has a 53cm top tube.
Wheel removal is hampered by the
close clearance between the tyre and the

seat tube. When we fitted a Mavic skewer
with a nut with a smaller outer
circumference this problem was
eliminated, but we’d rather Planet X
addressed this themselves, or at least
advised customers accordingly.

HANDLING

Isaac 7 Pearson 9
Pedal Force 9 Planet X 8
Whether you pitch these bikes against
our performance benchmark setters,
which happen to be a pair of aluminium
bikes, or other carbon bikes at this price
such as the Terry Dolan Hercules or the
Kuota Karma, there is no mistaking the
fact you’re getting more for your money
than ever before. If you take the price
point between £1200 and £1800, the
Cannondale R900 and Fuji Team SL are

This bike
has a ride
quality that’s
previously
unheard
of under
a grand

The Pearson features
a full complement of
Pazzaz’s value but
valued finishing kit

the benchmark setters, and have been for
quite a while. The former has a delightful
resilience and a perception of quality
that’s hard to believe at £1199, and the
Fuji has a remarkably stiff frame. The
level of equipment makes it feel far more
expensive than it is, too.
First up is the Isaac. The benchmarksetting Cannondale and Fuji clearly have
the measure of the Isaac on the climbs
and feel far more lively, in that they help
the rider to react to sudden changes in
pace. The Fuji, in particular, has the best
sense of balance, and the transition
between seated and unseated riding feels
easy compared to the Isaac’s rather high
handlebar position and short reach.
Fitting a longer, deeper-angle stem would
help to a certain extent.
Previous Isaac frames – their Force
model in particular, excel in stiffness and
have a resilient ride that seems to fire the
bike forward. This characteristic is absent
from the Pascal at slow to medium pace,
but at near racing speeds the bike comes
alive, and there’s a serious sense of pace
and composure when the road surface
turns from smooth to poor. Sad then,
that this only becomes evident with a
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Pedal Force ZU3
£361 f+f, £944 Ultegra 9 (as tested),
£1111 Ultegra 10
www.pedalforce.com

relatively heavy rider on board.
Expletives are usually reserved for the
very worst or most expensive frames
available, and here the Pearson forced a
few choice swear words because it’s so
good. This bike has a ride quality that’s
previously unheard of under a grand. In
terms of character, it fits neatly into the
space between the lively resilience of the
Planet X and the superior shock
dissipation properties of the Pedal Force.
While the Isaac works best when ridden
hard, the Pearson feels exciting to ride
whether you’re picking your way slowly
through town traffic or sprinting for the
line in a criterium. It’s this ability to
excite regardless of what the rider is
doing that sets it apart from the others,
and like the Storck C1.1 or the original
2003 Scott C1, the Pearson is a bike that
makes you want to extend a ride from 23 hours. With this bike you’ll find
yourself pushing your luck to the limit
on fast descents, but with the stable
steering and stability over loose surfaces
still leaving your confidence intact. This
makes the Pedal Force ideal for winding
continental roads where unseen debris
can unsettle the handling in an instant.

The Pedal
Force frame
has a great
balance of
shock
dissipation
and stability

In old money, the Pedal Force weighs
17.8lb, which is also previously unheard
of for a bike costing £1500, let alone little
more than a grand all in. The two
benchmark setters weigh more than this
and cost more, so what’s the catch?
At this price, we were expecting major
handling issues, such as a lack of stiffness
or a tendency to wobble when
descending. Our fears were allayed very
quickly, however, as the Pedal Force
frame has a great balance of shock
dissipation and stability. It climbs
and steers in much the same manner
as our previous benchmark setters too,
but has a deadness of character that
turns to a positive on longer rides, where
it delays the onset of fatigue. Our usual
test of shaking the handlebars sharply on
a descent also failed to phase the

handling, with the bottom bracket
exhibiting exemplary stiffness, too.
Planet X have taken the opinions of
race team members Tanner, Lovett and
Dawson into account when creating this
frame, and it’s obviously paid off. To start
with, Planet X have lengthened the top
tube spec for 2005 as a result of calls
from their team riders who like to
‘stretch out’.The long reach may have
you thinking that the frame gets tied in
knots on fast descents, but its stiffness
keeps it all together. The long reach also
works well for climbing out of the saddle,
as the transition between seated and
unseated seems somehow easier with the
rider’s arms outstretched. The new 10s
Ultegra feels slick and smooth when
shifting but takes more care to set up on
the bike stand than the 9s system of old.

The bottom bracket
shell design adds extra
stiffness – and the need
for some interesting
cable routing…
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Bikeshop
Planet X Superlight Pro Carbon
£599 f+f, h/set (c.£1599 as tested)
Contact ☎ 01302 724000
www.planet-x-bikes.com

EQUIPMENT

Isaac 7 Pearson 7
Pedal Force 9 Planet X 9
RBS, the distributors of Isaac frames in
the UK, have chosen sensibly with their
finishing kit, by including an interesting
range of parts that matches the stiffness
of the bike, but without adding unduly to
the overall weight. While saddles are a
very personal thing, the Italian
Gipiemme has padding in all the right
places, although it can’t match the PF’s
Concor. The handlebars are anatomic
and made by the lesser-known Italian
Modolo factory. A strong-looking
Velotech stem keeps it all together. Sure,
you get Ultegra kit for less money on the
PF, but Shimano’s 105 groupset looks
good in black. Used here it has a heavier
chainset and rear mech than the Ultegra

parts, but these are relatively
insignificant factors and our money
would go on lighter wheels and tyres.
The Isaac carbon seatpost has the neat
logo and adds a sense of solidity to the
whole plot. RBS can be also commended
for using 175mm cranks here, which are
correct for a bike of this size.
In the world of finishing kit
componentry, the Taiwanese Pazzaz
name – who supply for the Pearson
model – is sadly not in the same league as
Deda, ITM or 3T in terms of perceived
value. However, there’s no doubting their
reputation for strength and quality of
finish. The Pazzaz 100% carbon
anatomic bars look good and are stiff
enough for most riders. While we didn’t
take them off to check the weight, they
are certainly stiffer than the other

More interesting cable
routing on the Planet X’s
bottom bracket – note
the neat bonding of
aluminium frame and
carbon chainstays

The Planet
X is pretty
close to
perfection if
you’re after
a race bike

handlebars here. Our bike had a 120mm
stem, although Pearson can fit other
sizes and handlebar widths according to
customer requirements. The Pazzaz
carbon seatpost is of the better two-bolt
design and ensures that the saddle
remains level. A Selle Flite titanium
saddle worth £39 rounds off the finishing
kit parts. The chainset combo could be
improved a tad and while it is unfair to
criticise this aspect of the specification –
as this bike was built specifically for a
customer – we reckon a compact
chainset with the lower 36/50 chainring
tooth combination is most appropriate
here. This is primarily because the
Pearson is the perfect tool for riding
continental randonneurs.
Pedal Force have done a great job of
dialling in some vertical compliance in
the laying up process of their frame, and
this takes the pressure away from
specifying equipment that would soften
the ride. Nevertheless, they have
specified a comfortable saddle in the San
Marco Concor light. While the carbon
seatpost would provide some additional
compliance to the ride, its oversized
dimensions co-ordinate well with the
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frame. Not so good – and costing the
bike a point in the equipment ratings – is
the single bolt saddle clamp attachment
that slipped several times, making the
saddle point nose-down. With this in
mind, a heavy rider would do well to
upgrade or at least tighten the bolt very
firmly. The finishing kit by Stella Azurro
has a very close resemblance to Deda’s
own Newton stem and handlebar and is
far better in terms of quality than we
would expect to see on a bike at this
price. Shimano Ultegra nine-speed may
be old hat, but it is light enough to hold
together an excellent group of frame and
finishing kit components.
Planet X can be suitably proud of
their decision to develop a range of
frames and products using riders who
actually race for a living, as these bikes
are pretty close to perfection – if it’s a
race bike you’re after. The superlight
team stem has an attractive facetted
profile and is one of the very lightest
stems available. Their Strada handlebars
did well in our previous test of dropped
handlebars, and the curved bend seems
to be the preferred choice of many
professionals, including the Planet X lads.
The Shimano Ultegra 10-speed kit fitted
here is the coolest-looking and most
advanced groupset available, and the
Selle Italia XP (which stands for extra
padding) is very much a racer’s choice.
Just don’t be tempted to choose the 11-21
straight-through cassette from the list of
options – unless your routine consists of
riding 80 miles per day, that is…

WHEELS

Isaac 7 Pearson 8
Pedal Force 7 Planet X 9
According to the laws of physics,
pressure is measured in Pascals, so it
seems appropriate that Isaac should
specify wheels that are built to the Isaac
ethos of stiffness and strength. Shimano

105 wheels should be the right choice
then, but in practice they make it harder
to get the best out of the Pascal. While the
hubs retain that complicated and heavylooking cross-over spoke pattern and
loose ball bearings that have been proven
to offer excellent reliability in the hands
of even the heaviest of riders, Shimano
have dropped the heavyweight rims of
the previous model in favour of a neater
rim design. However, these wheels don’t
feel any lighter than their forebears – in
fact, they feel distinctly average in terms
of performance.
Lighter wheels and tyres would make
it easier to see the Isaac’s true colours.
The best place to start (and maybe this
should be negotiated at point of sale) is to
specify a hand-built wheel based on a
Mavic Open Pro rim. If your pocket can
stretch to £450, the new off-the-peg DT
wheels are an even better choice. The
Continental Ultra 2000 tyres have a
longlasting tread and grip well, but they
feel lifeless compared to the Vittoria
Rubino Pros. Along with the Shimano
wheels then, these should be kept for
training or recreational purposes only.
Relative newcomers to the world of
wheels are the Xero XCR-1, as fitted to
the Pearson. In terms of weight they fill
the middle ground between the budget
good looks of the Shimano 105 or the
Mavic Ksyrium Equipe, and the upper
middle end of the market led by the
Campagnolo Eurus or Mavic Ksyrium
SSC SL. The hubs of these lesser-known
wheels are pretty basic by current
standards, using conventional flanges
and cartridge bearings and eliptical
stainless steel spokes – 16 front and 20
rear. The spoke pattern is what any wheel
builder would rightfully approve of –
meaning all the spokes are tangential to
the flange and despite their apparent
simplicity of design, have proven to be
strong in our long-term testing of them.

Planet X’s
Easton
wheels
virtually
eliminate
flange failure

The Schwalbe Stelvio tyres rate well
alongside the benchmark-setting
Continental Force/Attack, but like other
tyres in the high-performance category,
the thin wall construction makes them
rather prone to cuts.
Like the Isaac the Pedal Force uses
Shimano 105 wheels, and like the Isaac
we feel it deserves better. We shouldn’t
really complain at this price though, and
they can at least be relegated to training
service when funds allow for an upgrade.
Tyres at the budget end of the market
have come along in leaps and bounds in
recent years and it shows here in the
Vittoria Rubino Pro. While they don’t
have the outright grip of the Schwalbe
Stelvio, the compliant sidewalls make
them feel more expensive than they are.
The Planet X uses Easton Orion 2
clincher wheels that match the
performance of the frame more
effectively than the Shimano and Xaero
wheels fitted to the other bikes. The use
of a hi-lo flange and a special rim here
aims to negate the effect of dishing by
equalising the left and right-hand
spoke tension, and makes for a stronger
wheel that will stay true for longer.
While others use a flange on to which
the spokes rest, the threaded ends of
Easton’s stainless steel spokes fit into
the body of the hub, placing less stress
on the flange and virtually eliminating
the chance of flange failure. For the same
price, Planet X can supply the bike with
their Pro Carbon sprint wheels instead.
These cost £450 to buy separately.
This option promises to be lighter still
than the Easton wheels, though they’re
aimed at the hardcore racer for
whom outright performance is more
important than the convenience
of a clincher rim. The Michelin Pro Race
tyres on our bike feel the closest to
tubulars and have the toughest sidewalls
in the business.
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Pearson Carbon Pro

Pedal Force ZU3

Replacement value £749 f+f, h/set, £1299
complete with 105. Also available: £1399
(Ultegra 9s), and £1549 with (Ultegra 10s)
RBS Performance ☎ 01329 820890
www.isaac-carbon.com

Replacement value £849.99 f+f, £1699.99
complete
Pearson Cycles ☎ 0208 6422095
www.pearsoncycles.co.uk

Replacement value £361 f+f, £944 Ultegra
9s , £1111 Ultegra 10s (plus shipping £32
per frame and £56 per bike)
Pedal Force www.pedalforce.com

Frame and Forks
Size tested: 56cm
Sizes available: 50, 53, 56, 59, 60cm
Weight as tested: 7.660 kg/ 16.9 lb no pedals
Frame Weight: Carbon: 1212 g/ 2.7 lb
Fork: Pazzaz Carbon: 335 g/ 0.7 lb

Frame and forks
Size tested: 55cm
Sizes available: 49, 52, 55, 58cm
Weight as tested: 8.085 kg/ 17.8 lb no pedals
Frame Weight: Carbon: 1224 g/ 2.7 lb
Fork: Carbon: 353 g/ 0.8 lb

Bike dimensions
Top tube: 55.0 cm/ 21.7 in
Seat tube (c-c): 50.5 cm/ 19.9 in
Chainstays: 41.3 cm/ 16.3 in
Wheelbase: 99.0 cm/ 39.0 in
Head tube angle: 72.5
Seat tube angle: 74.0
Fork offset: 4.3 cm/ 1.7 in
Trail: 6.5 cm wheel radius 35
B/b height: 26.8 cm/ 10.6 in
Standover height: 77.6 cm/ 30.6 in
Braze-ons: 2x water bottle

Bike dimensions
Top tube: 57.0 cm/ 22.4 in
Seat tube (c-c): 50.5 cm/ 19.9 in
Chainstays: 40.5 cm/ 15.9 in
Wheelbase: 99.5 cm/ 39.2 in
Head tube angle: 73.0
Seat tube angle: 73.0
Fork offset: 4.5 cm/ 1.8 in
Trail: 6.0 cm wheel radius 35
B/b height: 27.0 cm/ 10.6 in
Standover height: 79.4 cm/ 31.3 in
Braze-ons: 2x water bottle

Frame Alignment
Head tube: Perfect
Rear triangle: Within 2mm
Fork: Perfect

Frame alignment
Head tube: Perfect
Rear triangle: Within 2mm
Fork: Perfect

Transmission
Chainset: Shimano 105, 39-53T, 170.0mm
Bottom bracket: Shimano 105
Freewheel: Shimano HG70
Chain brand: Shimano HG73
Derailleurs: Shimano 105 (f&r)
Gear levers: Shimano 105
Pedals: None

Transmission
Chainset: Shimano Ultegra Hollowtech I, 39-53T,
172.5mm
Bottom bracket: Shimano Ultegra Hollowtech I,
39-53T, 172.5mm
Freewheel: Shimano Ultegra
Chain brand: Shimano HG93
Derailleurs: Shimano Ultegra
Gear levers: Shimano Ultegra
Pedals: None

Bike dimensions
Top tube: 57.0 cm/ 22.4 in
Seat tube (c-c): 53.0 cm/ 20.9 in
Chainstays: 40.5 cm/ 15.9 in
Wheelbase: 99.0 cm/ 39.0 in
Head tube angle: 72.5
Seat tube angle: 74.0
Fork offset: 4.3 cm/ 1.7 in
Trail: 6.5 cm Wheel Radius 35
B/b height: 27.0 cm/ 10.6 in
Standover height: 81.5 cm/ 32.1 in
Braze-ons: 2x water bottle
Frame Alignment
Head tube: Perfect
Rear triangle: Perfect
Fork: Perfect
Transmission
Chainset: Shimano 39-53T, 175.0mm
Bottom bracket: Shimano 105
Freewheel: Shimano HG50
Chain brand: Connex
Derailleurs: Shimano 105
Gear levers: Shimano 105
Pedals: None

Gear ratio (in):

Gear ratio (in):

12 13 14 15 16 17 19 21 23
39 88 81 75 70 66 62 55 50 46
53 119 110 102 95 89 84 75 68 62

Sprocket
Chainring

Chainring

Sprocket

12 13 14 15 16 17 19 21 23
39 88 81 75 70 66 62 55 50 46
53 119 110 102 95 89 84 75 68 62

Wheels
Front & Rear: Shimano 105
Tyres: Continental Ultra 2000, 700x23c
Wheel weight: f: 1176g; r: 1625g

Wheels
Front & Rear: Xero XCR-1 Centuri wheelset,
16/20 spoke (f/r)
Tyres: Schwalbe Stelvio, 700x23c
Wheel weight: f: 1034g; r: 1460g

Other Components
• Handlebar stem: Velotech, 120mm
• Handlebars: Modolo, 44.0cm
• Headset: FSA , integrated
• Saddle: Gipiemme Nitrec Gel
• Seatpost: Isaac Carbon
• Brakeset: Shimano 105
• Accessories: none

Other Components
• Handlebar stem: Pazzaz Carbon, 120mm, OS
• Handlebars: Pazzaz Carbon, 46.0cm, OS
• Headset: TH Industris
• Saddle: Flite Selle Italia
• Seatpost: Pazzaz Carbon
• Brakeset: Shimano 105
• Accessories: None

Rivals
Terry Dolan Hercules £850 (f+f)
Kuota Kharma £849 (f+f)

Terry Dolan Hercules £850 for both frame
and fork. Tough, carbon fibre frame using the
internal lugged construction. This is well suited
to sprinters and heavy riders. Four compact sizes
and tested In C+162. Contact Italian Solutions
☎ 0151 9337001 or check out the website:
www.terrydolan.co.uk for more information.
Kuota Kharma £849. As tested In C+162. Very
similar to the Dolan but with a slightly more
vertical compliance. Contact Dave Williams
Agencies ☎ 01202 775588 or check out the
website at www.kuota.it

Gear ratio (in):
Sprocket
Chainring

Frame and Forks
Size tested: 58cm
Sizes available: 49, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60cm.
Weight as tested: 8.665 kg/ 19.1 lb no pedals
Frame Weight: 1510 g/ 3.3 lb
Fork: 582 g/ 1.3 lb

12 13 14 15 17 19 21 23 25
39 88 81 75 70 62 55 50 46 42
53 119 110 102 95 84 75 68 62 57

Wheels
Front & Rear: Shimano 105 wheelset
Tyres: Vittoria Rubino Pro, 700x23c
Wheel weight: f: 1170g; r: 1612g
Other components
• Handlebar stem: Stella Azzurra Vice Versa, OS,
120mm
• Handlebars: Stella Azzurra Brainza, 44.0cm
• Headset: FSA, integrated
• Saddle: San Marco Concor Light
• Seatpost: Carbon
• Brakeset: Shimano Ultegra
• Accessories: None

Planet X Superlight
Pro Carbon
Replacement value £599 f+f+h/set,
complete £1599
☎ 01302 724000
www.planet-x-bikes.com
Frame and Forks
Size tested: Large (54cm)
Sizes available: (S-M-L-XL): 48, 51, 54, 57cm C to
top of seat
Weight as tested: 7.880 kg/ 17.4 lb no pedals
Frame Weight: Carbon/aluminium alloy: 1425 g/
3.1 lb
Fork: Carbon 400 g/ 0.9 lb
Bike dimensions
Top tube: 57.5 cm/ 22.6 in
Seat tube (c-c): 50.0 cm/ 19.7 in
Chainstays: 40.5 cm/ 15.9 in
Wheelbase: 100.0 cm/ 39.4 in
Head tube angle: 72.5
Seat tube angle: 72.5
Fork offset: 4.5 cm/ 1.8 in
Trail: 6.3 cm wheel radius 35
B/b height: 27.2 cm/ 10.7 in
Standover height: 78.5 cm/ 30.9 in
Braze-ons: 2x water bottle
Frame Alignment
Head tube: Within 1.5mm
Rear triangle: Perfect
Fork: Perfect
Transmission
Chainset: Shimano Ultegra, 39-53T, 172.5mm
Bottom bracket: Shimano Ultegra
Freewheel: Shimano Ultegra
Chain brand: Shiamno Ultegra
Derailleurs: Shimano Ultegra
Gear levers: Shimano Ultegra
Pedals: None
Gear ratio (in):
Sprocket
Chainring

Isaac Pascal Carbon

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 21 23
39 96 88 81 75 70 66 62 55 50 46
53 130 119 110 102 95 89 84 75 68 62

Wheels
Front & Rear: Easton Orion II wheelset, 24/28
spoke (f/r)
Tyres: Michelin Pro Race, 700x23c
Wheel weight: f: 926g; r: 1355g
Other Components
• Handlebar stem: Planet X Superlight Team,
130mm, OS
• Handlebars: Planet X Strada, 46.0cm, OS
• Headset: Internal cartridge bearings
• Saddle: Selle Italia SLR XP
• Seatpost: Planet X Superlight Team
• Brakeset: Shimano Ultegra
• Accessories: 2x water bottle cages

Verdict
Stiﬀ competition has meant you can now get
far more for your money than you could a
year ago. Back then it would be crazy to
suppose that you could get a 100% carbon
frame/fork, Ultegra nine-speed equipped
bike for a paltry £944, but today this a
reality. The bargain-priced Pedal Force
oﬀering for one, ﬁrmly knocks our previous
best buys into a cocked hat.
Next up in terms of value, but with a level
of rider satisfaction that is beyond the price,
is the Pearson. This met with universal
approval, and has that sublime eﬀect on the
rider that makes you want to turn those

short training rides into longer ones. The
Isaac only really shows its mettle when
riding at race pace. Here it displays a level of
stability that’s ultimately superior to the
others over uneven and poorly surfaced
roads. However, it’s worth considering purely
in terms of its strength if you race often
enough to crash from time to time.
While it is a narrower spectrum product,
the Planet X represents good value for
money and demonstrates what the hardcore
racers are looking for. If that image does it
for you, take a look at the range of
equipment options on the website.

Isaac 8/10
Best bike for large riders, with a superb build

Pearson 9/10
Sublime handling and good value

Pedal Force 10/10
A new benchmark for cabon value

Planet X 9/10
High proﬁle image and race geometry
set it apart from the crowd
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